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What follows is an inter-linked series of attunements based upon the electromagnetic frequencies
impinging upon our lives. These are self-attunements. It is important, however, that should you
choose to take all of them that you do them in sequence. Pass them on using a Chi-ball only, please.

Attunement I: Zero-Point Activation
As the name suggests…calling in this attunement will align you to 14Hz which this planet will be
emitting by 2012. Get used to it folks. The fourth dimension is but a brief stop-over, and not where
we and the planet are headed. We are going straight into the fifth. Given the simultaneity of time,
we are already there. Attuning to the zero-point frequency will draw you into synchronization with
it, so do NOT use this attunement unless you plan on sticking around, otherwise you might deaggregate. The attunement will not only anchor you in the fifth dimension before the shift happens
collectively, but likewise draws you into it like a magnet does an iron filing. It will make the 2012
transition a lot smoother for you than it might otherwise be.

Attunement II: Phase Transition Activation
We have been out of alignment with the planetary pulse since Harmonic Conversion. Since then we
have been in phase-transition, which is to say, neither here nor there. As some of you will have
noticed, that can be a bit stressful as the nervous system adjusts to a wide range of fluctuating
electromagnetic pulses. Now, where the zero-point activation enables you to ride above the flux, the
Phase Transition alignment lets you roll with the punches by synchronizing you with the current
frequency emitted by the earth. Now why would you want to do that? Take a look at the next
attunement in the series and you will figure it out.
Attunement III: Interface Pulse Activation
Each of us has a unique electromagnetic frequency of our own, which reflects in our etheric body
the light-trajectory of the Self, in other words, its spiritual objectives, values, agendas and Will….its
reason for being. Now, as infants, our signature frequency was perfectly calibrated with the
Schumann resonance--until, that is, we were trained to disconnect. In this matter, we had neither say
nor choice. It was a question of survival. We had to disconnect in order to function within the
highly complex yet artificial ecosystem of our species. The interface pulse attunement is designed
to do two things simultaneously. First it recalibrates your soul-purpose to the evolutionary trajectory
of the Anima Mundi--the world soul. It then aligns this most natural of unions to the greater

harmonies governing the chaos of phase-transition, and, thereby, to the fifth dimension.
Attunement IV: Intergalactic Convergence Harmonic
Not all of us are indigenous to this world, let alone to this plane of experience. We yearn deeply for
a home we scarcely remember, if at all. Our cells hearken unto the base frequency of another
world!! The IgCH aligns us to our soul's origin once more. Through this attunement we gain access
to our varied home-worlds. For those who are Terrans, grounding is an exercise in regaining ones
balance and equilibrium. Not so for those who hear within their hearts the spiritual potencies of
another world. Such as these must ground to their Causal Sheath, which retains the resonance of the
home-world, and not to the earth-based frequencies which only serve to disconnect them even more
from their own center of gravity.

--Notes: Moldavite shifts the center of gravity from the Terran plane to that of the Causal Body,
thus if you use this gift from the stars it will either center and ground you or have just the opposite
effect. Etheric Moldavite has the same function as the fourth attunement in this series.
We are influenced by various different electromagnetic frequencies. These are:
The Schumann Resonance (earth pulse)
The Zero-point (evolutionary trajectory)
The Phase-transition (the fractal harmonies of chaos)
Our own Signature Frequency
Our Adaptive (false-signature) Frequency (the neurotic, corrosive voids of civilization)
Various Stellar Frequencies (sun, moon, planets, and homeworlds)
Ordinarily we live out of alignment with not just one of them, but with all of them. We adjust our
EMF to the adaptive self, and thus work counter not only our signature frequency, but the Terran
and Celestial currents as well. Aligning to our Signatures automatically recalibrates us so that we
are once again in harmony with the planet and with the cosmos of which it is a part, and therefore
with our soul's purpose.

